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The Background


From the earliest days of European settlement
Melbourne has been the principal logistics hub for
much of south and east Australia



Melbourne has also provided services to this wider
national arena and derived much of its prosperity
from these strategic roles.



This pattern of activities is expected to continue
and indeed increase as Asia develops.

Melbourne and Logistics


A major aspect of Melbourne’s local and national
logistics role is the transport of Freight to and from the
docks. This frequently goes unrecognised.



This transport role has underpinned and will continue to
underpin Melbourne’s economy.



For the community, particularly of the western suburbs,
over many years the impacts of this logistics role have
been a social and environmental scourge with
significant adverse economic consequences.



What is to be done?

Current Freight System


The Habitat Trust strongly supports an integrated
approach to Transport Planning, with a balanced
mix of transportation systems



It also recognises that incremental extension of the
present system is likely to be counter-productive

Current Freight System


Melbourne’s Inner areas and west presently bear
the worst of the social and environmental
degradation caused by freight



East - West Link will ensure truck based freight
increases everywhere and commit the state to this
obsolescent technology far into the future

Existing Freight System


All inward and outward freight is processed for
customs and quarantine within the docks



Virtually all freight into and out of the docks is
transported by road

Existing Freight System
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A Modern Freight System:
Primary Freight and Inland Ports


Habitat is advancing the idea that all freight processing
for customs and quarantine should be conducted in
inland ports remote from the docks – as widely used
internationally.



Inland ports will be the focus for industry and
commerce related to freight and therefore shape future
urban development



Inland ports free up valuable inner city space for more
socially and economically productive purposes



There are already logistic centres existing and planned
that would form the basis for Victoria’s inland ports

Primary Freight and Inland Ports


A bonded system that has docks connected
to inland ports for primary freight opens up
opportunities for alternative freight
technologies

Primary Freight and Inland Ports:
Key Characteristics
1.
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Entirely independent of all other transport
systems – being mostly overhead or
underground
Interfacing with other transport systems
only through the inland ports
Offering substantial economic benefits
Much less socially destructive
Much less disruptive of the urban fabric
Much less environmentally degrading both
locally and globally
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The case for new freight infrastructure


Because of the geography Melbourne’s strategic role is likely
to continue well into the future, partly through anticipated
increase in existing freight flows and through growing freight
exchanges with Asia.



Future development of a high quality food supply system
serving Asia will continue and expand this role far into the
future.

The case for new freight infrastructure


Investing in a modern dedicated freight system will
be much less expensive than alternative road
based systems.



Improving the freight system has positive
implications for the road system. Removing the
primary freight from the road system creates
improved opportunities for all other road users.

The case for new freight infrastructure


East West Link already has major commitments to freight
infrastructure provision in Phase 2 and 3



That the East West Link proposition is essentially a freight proposal
is confirmed by the recent addition to Phase1 of the links from
Flemington Road to the docks (though the cost of that addition does
not appear to be included in the final declared price).



Ultimately East West Link requires Phase 2 and 3 ($12bn
connection form the Ports to Truganina Inland Port) to make sense



Phase 1 becomes effective, even as a freight strategy, only when
coupled with Phase 2 to the docks, and Phase 3 which connects
the docks to the west via tunnels under Footscray at an estimated
cost of $12bn.

A New Primary Freight System


In view of the strategic significance of logistics for the
prosperity of Greater Melbourne- and correspondingly
the significance of Greater Melbourne for the prosperity
and logistics of much of south and east of Australia- the
primary freight system should connect the various
docks of Melbourne to Inland Ports.



The important distinction between a primary freight
system connecting the docks of Greater Melbourne to
a set of Inland Ports (including one closely associated
with the national rail interchanges at Truganina) and
the system of distribution and collection needs to
be clearly identified.

A New Primary Freight System


The inland ports should be the location for all
quarantine and customs controls. The system
itself and all freight being transported on it
would be in bond inwards and outwards.



The primary freight system should be entirely
independent of all existing surface transport
and communications systems. It should
interface with other transport facilities only
through the inland ports.



The inland ports should become the centres
for the distribution and collection of freight by
road or rail.

A New Primary Freight System


The Western Suburbs are currently a major
part of the logistics industry and are likely to
remain so because they enjoy proximity to the
national infrastructure corridors.



Whether collection and distribution function to
and from inland ports is by road or rail
depends on the source or destination and
therefore on the nature of the freight and the
transport opportunities.



Inland ports provide the focus for the
development of facilities that add value. They
have great commercial potential.

Dandenong,
Hastings, etc

Diagrammatic representation of the Primary Freight
System connecting Docks to Inland Ports

A New Primary Freight System


The outer ring communications corridor, as
already identified in State Government
strategies, is the ideal perimeter route for the
primary freight system. This route provides for
connections to and from inland ports.



Extension of the outer ring communications
corridor to the east (from Beveridge) can be
integrated with existing infrastructure
proposals as illustrated.

Webb Dock Connection


Webb Dock can connect into the proposed system,
and on to Inland Ports. Although not currently
connected by rail (since 1996)- the alignment is still
viable as demonstrated by the City of Melbourne
(2007) and the Port of Melbourne (1996).



This provides for a new bridge crossing adjacent to
the Bolte Bridge.



With modern dedicated freight systems, relatively
steep grades are possible thus avoiding the need for
opening spans while allowing for recreational and
commuter shipping into Docklands.

Webb Dock Connection

Connection to the Inland Port


An alignment has been identified as part of the
East West Link alongside Footscray Road,
extending under Footscray in tunnel and on to
the outer western suburbs.



A short extension that can be at the surface or
elevated will connect into an Inland Port in the
Truganina /National Rail Interchange precinct



Swanston and Appleton docks are already
easily connected to this new primary rail freight
system

Connection to the west / inland ports
Corridor identified for
the OMR Interstate Rail
and Road by pass

Truganina /
N
Rail Interch ational
ange
Precinct

Generally follows
alignment selected for
East-West Stage 2/3

The Implications


A dedicated primary freight system
allows autonomous, destination-seeking
freight vehicles to operate directly from
dock to Inland Port.



This significantly reduces the need for
temporary storage (as at present within
port areas) and therefore releases large
areas of inner urban land for other
purposes.

The Implications


Once freight is loaded on to a tracked
and autonomous system the cost of
distance to be covered is relatively
unimportant.



Similarly with a dedicated, and therefore
uninterrupted, system even at modest
speeds freight can be delivered around
the whole system quickly and exactly on
time.

Freight Vehicle System


Electrical power creates very limited
local noise and very little local air
pollution from the rolling stock. The
benefits of this are substantial when the
line is operating above ground and very
significant if tunnels are involved – there
being only limited need for special
ventilation equipment to remove exhaust
fumes - with considerable savings in
capital costs.

Freight Vehicle System: Tracked Vehicles


It is important to differentiate a primary freight
system from conventional ideas of
trains. The tracks are not necessarily rails but
perhaps a hybrid system of rail and non-rail.
Such autonomous vehicles could run closely
together depending on the overall freight load.



Consider a vehicle that could run on the rail or
as a tracked vehicle and transition seamlessly
from one to the other. For example, see
Adelaide’s existing O-Bahn.
O-Bahn Busway - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

Freight Vehicle System: Movement


Standard freight containers are in two lengths: a 20-foot
equivalent unit (1-TEU) and a 40-foot equivalent unit (1FEU). They are 8 ft. wide and from 8 to 9 ft. high.
Currently rail freight wagons can carry up to 4 TEUs



Vehicles suitable for transporting containerised freight
must be powered from below so that the power supply
system does not obstruct loading and unloading.



Autonomous vehicles are capable of operating with
relatively small turning circles and relatively steep grades
when compared to trains. This is a great advantage in
fitting such systems into the existing urban fabric.
Regenerative breaking technology overcomes the energy
implications of steep gradients and changes in elevation.

Freight Vehicle System: Energy


Putting primary freight on an electrically
driven tracked/rail system could, in the
first instance, use the existing and
growing surplus in the conventional
power-generating system.



An electrically driven system can
convert easily and progressively to
renewable sources of energy.

Cost of a Primary Freight System


There is no simple “dollar” evaluation of this proposal at this
time. Even so, there are persuasive indicators of the viability of
the proposition.



Taking East West Link Phase 2 and 3 as an indicator of cost,
a Primary Freight System with an inward and outward track
can be accommodated in a smaller tunnel than one of the
East West road tunnels currently proposed.



Similarly further to the west the two tracks can be
constructed above grade level at costs significantly less than
the outward or inward three lane roadways currently
proposed. Recent examples show this can be done in a
visually acceptable form – For example, see the Singapore
aerial rail system. LINK

Cost of a Primary Freight System


Removing from the existing road system the heavy
primary freight to and from the ports will contribute to
significantly safer commuting and other light vehicle
operations.



Heavy freight has major negative impacts on the
environment of Greater Melbourne. Improving that
situation will be a significant benefit for the metropolis.



Heavy freight on the existing road system imposes
major cost burdens on the community of Greater
Melbourne.

Cost of a Primary Freight System


The right of way for the perimeter route is already
designated so the marginal cost to add a
dedicated freight system will be only in
construction. Similarly, the costs to the east from
Beveridge will be net construction costs.



Where road tunnels may be required in the sector
east and south-east of Beveridge it is anticipated
that the primary freight system could be
accommodated below the road carriageway level.

Freight decks can be
incorporated effectively into a
road tunnel

Conclusions
A modern, dedicated
freight system can be
achieved using
identified alignments
and
At significantly less
cost than the EastWest Link systems
Dandenong,
Hastings, etc

Diagrammatic representation of the Primary
Freight System connecting Docks to Inland Ports

Conclusions
This provides
significant benefits:
Improves the efficiency
of the freight system
Greatly reduces truck
movements in the inner
city and the north and
west sector
Protects the primacy of
the Port of Melbourne,
and delays the need for
a second Port
Frees up resources for
other Public Transport
initiatives

Conclusions
When a dedicated Freight
System is combined with:
Extensions to the metro rail
such as
- The Doncaster Rail
- The Airport Rail Link
- The Melbourne Metro

Corridor identified for
the OMR Interstate
Rail and Road by pass

Truganina /
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nge
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Generally follows
alignment selected for
East-West Stage 2/3

Plus
Grade separation between
transport modes throughout
the inner metropolitan area
With housing intensity
around transport hubs

Melbourne begins to look like a 21st Century City!

Habitat Trust
Please check our website for updates of this proposal and
for related articles and links

www.habitattrustmelbourne.org.au
Basaltica WaterWise Garden
CRT Group Resource Centre
Gate 3, 21-43 Barnes Road
Altona North
VIC 3025
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